
April 2003 Purchasing Summary

� Contracts for Lens Fabrication have been awarded.  The bids are summarized below.  These
bids include fabrication of testplates for all surfaces.  The bidders were instructed to price the
testplates separately, since it is anticipated that the system will be redesigned to the awardee's
existing testplates.  The second table below lists our estimated final cost, based on all but one
surface in each of the collimator and camera using the contractor's testplates.

Lens Fabrication Bids

Company Spherical NaCl Triplets Asphere

cost wks cost wks cost wks

Coastal Optical $64,050 16 $34,700 16 $33,000 20

Harold Johnson $26,706 16 partial
bid

16 no bid

Janos Technology $40,890 8 $17,415 8 no bid

Tinsley Labs no bid no bid $98,650 24

Tucson Optical
Research

$62,400 20 $34,000 22 $16,000 26

Estimated Lens Fabrication Cost after Testplate Redesign

Company Spherical NaCl Triplets Asphere

cost wks cost wks cost wks

Coastal Optical $57,970 16 $31,100 16 $33,000 20

Harold Johnson $21,746 16 partial
bid

16 no bid

Janos Technology $24,090 8 $8,415 8 no bid

Tinsley Labs no bid no bid $98,650 24

Tucson Optical
Research

$62,400 20 $34,000 22 $16,000 26

The competitive bids are shown in bold face.  The contract for the 11 spherical elements, and the
two NaCl triplets was awarded to Janos Technology.  They were the low bid by far of three bids
for the NaCl.  The Janos bid is comparable to Harold Johnson for the 11 spheres,  and is superior
in surface quality specification and delivery; given this, the convenience of having one
contractor do all the spheres sent the award in their direction.

For the asphere surface, we contacted the contractor's listed customers, plus Harland Epps and



Bruce Bigelow for their impressions on their ability to deliver on schedule.  Coastal has a
unanimous favorable reputation in this respect, while there was some doubt on TORC for
aspheres.  Coastal also has more modern instrumentation.  The null lens test proposals of the two
contractors were sent to Alan Schier for evaluation.  During this period Jay Kumler of Coastal
Optics sent an alternative test scheme using a single null lens.  This was judged to be good,
although the alignment tolerances are challenging.  Ultimately the contract was awarded to
Coastal.

Without the testplate adjustment, the total lens fabrication cost is $91,305.  With it, the estimated
lens fabrication cost is $65,505, compared to the PDR estimate of $168,714.  

� Bids for the beamsplitter array were received from Karl Lambrecht Corp ($53,100) and
Reynard Corp.  ($149,415).  The contract has been awarded to Lambrecht.

� Spare CaF2 blanks for the collimator (low birefringence) and camera have been ordered from
Oken at a total cost of $32,800, with delivery in less than 80 days.

The following table summarizes purchasing status.  This assumes no cost recovery on the CaF2
blank spares, nor on the lens fabrication after testplate redesign.



Item PDR
Estimate

Current Low bid or
Awardee

Other
bidders

Status

Company deliv
CaF2 Blanks

$98,116

$87,460 Oken 80d Bicron Ordered
CaF2 Spares $32,800 Oken 80d Ordered
Fused Silica Blanks $8,750 Dynasil 4 wk Corning,

Oken
Received

NaCl Blanks $4,275 Hilger 6 wk Rubicon Received
Fused Quartz Blanks $13,650 Oken 75 d Heraeus Received
Lens Fabrication-
Spheres

$168,714 $40,890 Janos 8 wk HJOL,
TORC,
Coastal

Ordered

- NaCl Triplets $17,415 Janos 8 wk TORC,
Coastal

- Asphere $33,000 Coastal 20 wk TORC,
Tinsley

SolGel/ MgF2
Coatings

$55,918 Cleveland 8 wk SPT
(MgF2)

Quotation

Multilayer Coatings $12,700 Spectrum
Thin Films

6 wk RMI Quotation

Waveplates $120,000 $83,490 Halle 6 mo none Ordered
Beamsplitter $44,100 $53,100 Karl

Lambrecht
30 wk Reynard Ordered

VPH Substrates $30,000 $11,850 United
Lens

30 d HJOL,
Coastal

Received

VPH Coatings $3,975 Spectrum
Thin Films

3 wk Quotation

VPH Fabrication $24,950 Wasatch 8 wk CSL;
waiting for:
KOSI

Quote in
progress

SR Grating $6,920 Richardson 9 wk none Quotation
Color Filters $10,000 $10,000 Estimate
Slitviewer Optics $4,700 TORC 6 wk HJOL Quotation
Slitmask Cutter $120,000 $120,785 US Laser 4 mo none yet Quotation
Invar $13,000 $19,032 AT Wall 7 wk none Quotation
Structure Fabrication $40,200 $51,750 Rutgers 5 mo none Quotation
Control System $83,865 $58,869 Assorted - Quotations
Total $727,995 $756,279




